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Baseball Fun Facts!
It is believed that the game of baseball started between the mid-1700s and early 1800s
in the United States.
The first official baseball game was played in 1846
The distance between the bases is exactly 90 feet in Major League Baseball. the
distance from the pitcher’s mound to home plate is 60 feet and 6 inches.
The first baseball stadium built in the United States was Forbes Field, built in Pittsburgh in 1909.
The first World Series was played in 1903 between Pittsburgh and Boston. The
nine-game series was won by Boston 5-3.
21 million hotdogs are consumed each year at baseball games. If you lined up all of the
hotdogs end to end, they would round the bases 29,691 times.
A regulation baseball has 108 pairs of stitches.

Baseball Math
Answer in
these boxes!

There are 9 innings in a game of baseball,
made up of 6 outs per inning. In a full 9-inning
game, how many outs were made in total?
A pitcher throws 12 pitches during the 1st
inning, 20 pitches during the 2nd inning, 9
pitches during the 3rd inning, and 16 pitches
in the 4th inning. How many pitches did this
pitcher throw through 4 innings?
The distance between bases on a baseball
diamond is 90 feet. If a batter makes it to 2nd
base, how many feet has he run?
If a batter hits a home run, how many feet will
he have to run in total to return to home plate?
If there are 9 players on a team and the team
only has 5 gloves, how many more gloves do
they need for the rest of the team?
If an average inning lasts 22 minutes, how
many minutes will the whole game take?
A player has 50 hits. 20 of those hits were
doubles. What percentage of the player’s hits
were doubles?

Word Search
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Word Bank:
BASEBALL
FNB FIELD
HOMERUN
HOTDOGS
INNING
OUTS
POPCORN
POPFLY
RASCAL
SENATORS
SLIDE
STEAL
STRIKE
UMPIRE

Match the Monkey to his Name
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Baseball Word Scramble
1. ohststrop
2. aidnmod
3. domun
4. iteksr
5. rrero
6. kuncklllbea
7. omhrenu
8. ugdotu
9. primue
10. ilfuotde
11. atbtre
12. ticrehp
13. awelbarcls
14. ublebbmgu
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Across

17

1. The part of the field furthest from home plate
4. Swing for the fences!
5. Leather object that players use to catch balls
7. The game of baseball is made up of 9 of these
10. America's Pastime
12. The player who crouches behind the batter to receive pitches
15. Take me out to the ______________
Across
16. The official of the game. Calls strikes, balls, and outs
1. The part of the field furthest from
plate
17. Tohome
bat 4th
in the lineup (_________ hitter)

4. Swing for the fences!
5. Leather object that playersDown
use to catch balls
7. The game of baseball is made
up hit
of the
9 ofbaseball
these out of the playing bounds
2. To
10. America's Pastime
3. Each team has one. Where players hang out.
6. When
a player
a mistake
that affects the game
12. The player who crouches behind
the
battermakes
to receive
pitches
8.
To
hit
a
home
run
while
the
bases
are loaded
15. Take me out to the ______________
9.
Buy
me
some
____________
and
Cracker Jack
16. The official of the game. Calls strikes, balls, and outs
11. 3 of these and you're out!
17. To bat 4th in the lineup (_________ hitter)

Down

13. Where the pitchers warm up
14. The metal or wooden object used to hit a baseball

2. To hit the baseball out of the playing bounds
3. Each team has one. Where players hang out.
6. When a player makes a mistake that affects the game
8. To hit a home run while the bases are loaded
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Design Our Uniforms!

Color Our New Logo!

Color Us!
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